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About CCBOOTCAMP
In 1998, Network Learning, Inc.® recognized a need for smarter, more advanced training products, materials and services for
engineers working within the Cisco® community that would able them to learn, grow and evolve at the same rate as the
technology. To address this issue, we developed our specialized Cisco certification training division, CCBOOTCAMP®. Today,
CCBOOTCAMP has grown from rather humble beginnings to become a leader in the Cisco training and certification industry. We
are known for effectively raising the level of integrity, commitment, skills and knowledge with Cisco certified experts worldwide.
As a leading learning partner, we employ several dedicated CCIE® instructors who lead our classes, author our workbooks,
develop our labs, support our products, and most importantly, who provide our customers with the knowledge and skills they need
to succeed in today’s rapidly evolving networked business world.
CCBOOTCAMP Versus the Competition
Since 1998, CCBOOTCAMP has helped more than 2100 people become CCIE certified. This number alone is substantially more
than any other Cisco training company. If we listed all of the people we have seen become Cisco certified through all of the
various boot camp trainings we offer, that number would more than quadruple. We have been successfully and consistently
helping people become Cisco certified longer than any other training organization.
We stand firm behind our promise that no student of ours will ever have to share their equipment with another student. This is a
crucial part of the learning process and a huge time savings. When you are working on projects in our boot camps, the settings
you last created in your rack the night before are the settings you find when you resume the next morning. No other training
company can deliver that promise.
On the topic of equipment, we provide all of the latest networking gear found on all of the Cisco certification exams and topics we
offer training for. We own all of our gear outright and we do not contract or provide access to gear from any other source than
our own. While other companies offer access to remote router farms that are owned or shared by others, we control the complete
quality and service of our own premise equipment. When we offer students remote access, it is to our proprietary equipment. No
exceptions. Again, no other company offers this level of equipment or guarantees this level of service, yet we deliver this to our
students each and every day.
As a Cisco Premier Partner and value added reseller, our CCIEs and other Cisco certified instructors are not simply professors
of theory. Our people are hands on field engineers with current knowledge of practical applications, solutions and issues that
exist where your engineers work – in the real world. There is no substitute for hands-on practitioners, and that is what we deliver
to our students. Others teach theory, we teach solutions.
Our students’ pass rates are well above industry average. How do we quantify this? We factor the average number of attempts
our students require to pass exams versus the number of times others have reported taking and failing their exams. How do we
find this out? More often than not, our students share this information with us. In fact, a surprising percentage of students who
have previously failed after attending other vendors programs pass after attending out boot camps. We pride ourselves on
helping those who have previously missed the mark to reach new heights.
We have the most advanced training racks and the finest equipment in the Cisco training industry for our students to utilize. We
have sixteen (16) full CCIE Voice racks. Each rack is loaded with individual servers, VG248s, and complete Catalyst 6500
switches. We also have sixteen (16) full CCIE RS/Security/SP racks, and twelve (12) full CCNP/CCNA racks, with all of the latest
hardware. CCBOOTCAMP training racks are also loaded with (but not limited to): Cisco 2811 ISR routers (running the same
code used in the Cisco CCIE lab); Catalyst 3560 switches; ASAs; PIX 515Es; IPS; VPN Concentrators; ACS servers; and Frame
Relay Switches.
We are a privately held, profitable company with a solid foundation and a bright future. While other training companies may come
and go, you can count on CCBOOTCAMP to be here for you for the long haul. Knowing your training company will be there for
you today, tomorrow and five years from now is important when planning your educational future. We live by a smart growth, no
debts, no regrets philosophy. Come experience the CCBOOTCAMP difference today at www.ccbootcamp.com, or at:
sales@ccbootcamp.com.
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